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NAT1CHAI  A^ISCRY OOMMITTEE ?OR AERONAUTICS 

ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT 

COMPARISON OF WIND-TUNPEL AM> PLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 

OP STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 

OF A D0TOLA3 A-26 AIRPLANE 

By Csraid «1.  Kayten and Wililain Kovon 

3m ".iAR'Jt 

Stability and control characteristics determined 
from t^-sts in the Langley iy-foot pressure tunnel of 
a 0,2375-scale model of the Douglas XA-26 airplane are 
compared with those moaeured in flight tost3 of a 
Douglas A-2oB airplane, 

Agreement regarding statJa longitudinal stability 
as  indicated by the elevator-fixed neutral points and by 
the variation of elevator deflection in both straight and 
turning flight was found to be v,ood oxcort at spoeds 
approaching the  stall.    At these  low speeds the  airplane 
possessed noticeably improved stability,  which was 
attributed to pronounced stalling at the root, of the 
production '.irir.g.    The pronounced root stalling did not 
oc^.ur on the  smooth,  well-faired model wing.    Elevator 
tab offpctivanesj determined from model tests agreed .roll 
with flight-test tab effectiveness,  but control-force 
variations with spood and acceleration were not in good 
agreement.    Although some discrepancy was introduced by 
the absence of a seal 01 tha model elevator and by small 
differences in the determination oi elovator dcflactions, 
correlation in control-force  characteristics V;a3  also 
influenced ty the effects of fabric distortion at high 
spoeds and by small construction dissimilarities  such as 
differonoes  In traillng-edgo angle.    Except for the wave- 
off condition,  In v.nlch the tunnel results indicated 
rudder-force reversal at a higher speed than the  rii~ht 
tests, agreement in both rudder-fixed and rudder-free 
static directional  stability was good.    Kodel and airplane 
lndicptlons of stick-fixed and stick-free dihedral 
effect '.-ore also in good agreement,  although some differ- 
ence  in geometric dihedral may have existed because  of 
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wing tending in flight.  The use of model hinge-mo:.ient data 
obtained at zero sideslip appeared to be satisfactory for 
the determination of aileron forces in sideslip.  Fairly 
good correlation in aileron effectiveness and control forces 
was obtained; fabric distort-.ion may have bean responsible 
to some extent for higher fli .ht values of aileron force 
at high sneeda. ^stimatlcn of sideslip developed in an 
abrupt aileron roll was fair, but determination of the 
rudoer deflection required to maintain aero sideslip in a 
ra-iid aileron roll ..as not entirely satisfactory. 

INTHODUCTION 

I 
Although the qualitative reliability of wind-tunnel 

stability and control tost results is generally accepted, 
very few opportunities have arisen for determination of 
the quantitative agreement between measured flying qual- 
ities of an airplane and flying qualities predicted on 
the basis of model teaSs. 

In connection with the development of the Douglas A-26 
twin-engine attach bcr.ber, a serlsa of investigations has 
been conducted at the Langley Laboratory of the National 
Advisory Committee for «orcnautics.  These investigations, 
the results of which have not been published, included 
tests of a 0.2^75-scale powered '.sodel of the XA-26 airplane 
in the Langley 19-foot pre33ure tunnel and flight tests 
of an A-26E airplane. By  use of the unpublished wind- 
tunnel data, calculations have oeen made predicting the 
flying qualities of the airplane for correlation with tho 
characteristics measured in the flight tests. The results 
of t-.he correlation are -^resented herein; the flying qual- 
ities are not discussed except for the purpose of comparison. 

MODi AIRPLAUE, AND TESTS 

Fhot.ov.raphs and drawlnis of the A-26Ü airplane and 
the XA-26 Kodcl arj sho.vn as fl(?urjs 1 and 2, respectively. 
In table I general c'lmsnsicns tnd specifications are shown 
for the airplane anr the model, as well as for the model 
scaled up to airplane sise.  Some discrepancies of neg- 
ligible in.portt.nce are noted in this table but it can be 
seen thai, with respect to general dimensions, the XA-26 
and the A-263 are essentially the same airplane. As shown 
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in figure  1,   the /nodel  during the  stability and  control 
tests  «as equipped with H fuselage noso which was somewhat 
different from that of the  airplane,     rhe  spinners  shown 
on the model  propellers were not U3ed on  the  airplane,   and 
the  airnlane  oil-cooler ducts outboard of the nacelles 

••were  removed from the model  wing durins the  stability and 
control   tes';s with   the exception of  the  aileron te3ts. 

Ssveral more  significant differences existed between 
the model and the airplane.    During most of the  tunnel 
tests     the  :?iodol  rudder and the  elevator,   which were  of 
the  plain   overhang-balance   type,   remained unsealed,  but 
the airplane  control  surfaces were equipped with rubberized 
canvas  seals.     P'ia  control  surfaces,   all  cf which were 
fabric-covered on   the  airolano,   were  of rijid metal con- 
struction on the model.    Ths  airplane  ailerons were equipped 
with balancing taos arranged so  that 3°  of aileron deflec- 
tion oroduced approximately 3° of opposite  tab deflection. 
On   the modsl  the balancing  tab  *hcn connectad moved 1° 
for a 1° ailoron deflection. 

Thin metal  strips  ivera  fastened  to the upper and lower 
surfaces of   the  airnlano  elevator causing 3.-nall  ridge3 
directly in front  of  the   tab.     Those  rid.503 were not 
renresented on the medal,  but   their offset on elevator and 
tut   3  aructeristics  Is believed  to bo negligible. 

The wind-tunnel  program included  a fairly extensive 
series  of conventional  stability end  control  tests.     The 
model uiloron  test3 waro madü  at a  Reynolds number of 
approximately 5.I1 x 10°,     The remaining model  testa , 
wore :nado  at a iteynold3 number of aoproximatsly J.6 x 10° 
except for the  tests at high  thrust coefficients,   which 
because  cf modol motor limitations were made  at  ^evnolds 
numbers  reduced  to approximately 2.6  * 10°.     The  portion 
of the  flight  tests devoted   to  stability and   control •.•:.;ro 
of the   typa  usually conducted  by the  ünCA fcr  the  nurpose 
of determining the  flying qualities  of an airnlans.     Tho 
weight  of  the  airnlane,   which varied from 27,000  to 31,000 
pounds   in  the  flight  tests,  was  assumed for  the  analysis 
of tho   tunnel data  to  be  2J,000 pounds  corresponding to a 
win,"i loading of 51.S pounds per square foot.    The  analysis 
was based on an altitude  of 10,000 feet,   which represented 
an approximate  r.ieiin of the flight-teat iiltitud^s. 

Analysis  of  the  tunnel data has been made  for condi- 
tions  representing airplane  ratc-d  -lower and  75"Pörojnt 

ratud  power at  the  appropriate*  airplane weight and altitudes 
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and for & gliding flight condition.  In representation of 
the -jlirHng flight condition, it hr.a been as3urred that 
anginas-idling und zero-thrust conditions "nay be jonsidered 
Identical, **ny discrepancy in rasults introduced by the 
difference between these power conditions probably will 
bo 3mall. 

In commuting elevator, aileron, in<?  rudder control 
forces frr.n nodal hinge-moment data, ';hc corresponding 
control linkages measured on the airplane wore used. 

\ 
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80        elevator deflection,  degrees 

öf        flap deflection,  degress 

ö-t; tcb deflection,   degrees 

hirge-ir,or,ent  coefficient    I—- 

\ qbc2/ 

•:. 

*e 

r0 

It 

whe re 

H 

b 

c 

indicated airspeed, miles ?or hour 

elevator control force, pounds 

thrust cosfflci sient /—2—\ 

wing-tip hcilix angle, radians 

lxft coefficient [LUll 

hinge moment, foot-pounds 

*ing suan, feet 

root-mean-square chord, feet 

dynamic pressure, pounds par square foot 

(H 
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p mass density or air, slugs per cubic foot 

V nirsoeed, feet per second 

total thrust (two propellers), ncund3 

D propeller diameter, feet 

p rolling velocity, radians per second 

S wins erea, square feet 

a angle of attach, decrees 

at tail angle of attack, decrees 

g    Deceleration of pravlty, feet :>er second per 
second 

RESULTS ATTD DISCUSSION 

Longitudinal Stability and Control 

• 

Curves of elevator  ancle  and elevator control force 
required for trim in straight flight throughout the speed 
range   are  shown  in figure  J.     Various  fla;>  end ücwer 
combinations  are considered et three center-of-rravity 
locations.     For the flaps-retracted conditions,  the  tunnel 
control-force  curves were  obtained by applying the  tab- 
effecUvenass  data of figure 1;. to tbe tab-neutral curves 
estimated from the tunnel hinge-moment data.    The  amount 
of  tab deflection require! to  adjust the tunnel curve for 
trim °t  the flight-test trim soeed was determined for each 
iower condition  and center-of-ru'svity  location,   and this 
amount of tat deflection was  assumed constant  throughout 
the speed rnnge.     Inasmuch os model trim-tab tests were 
not rnade with flaps  deflected,   the trimmed control-force 
curves for this  condition were  obtained by ir.eans of  a 
constant  adjustment  to eac:* original curve  of    Cn 

against    CT.    This constant hinga-aement shift is believed 
justified because  tne data of figure ir indicate  a negli- 
gible  change  in tab effectiveness wit::  change  in power 
(flaos retracted)   and because  analysis  of atablliier- 
effecciveness data indicates  tnat the variation in 
average  dynrv.ic-pressure ratio with soeed is small for 
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the f la:j3-def lected condition.  The f la.,s-def lected 
control-force curves for zero trir. tab are Included in 
figure ?. 

The sideslip required for straight flight at lew 
speeds was considered to have a negligible effect on the 
longitudinal characteristics of this airplane; hence, the 
characteristics determined from tunnel data era based on 
tests e.t aero sideslip. 

The variation of tab effectiveness witn speed has 
been calculated from fleps-retracted wind-tunnel tests 
made at elevator-tab settings of 3° and -5° with 6e = 0 
and is shewn in figure I,  coppered with the flirht-test 
curve. 

Elevator deflections and control forces In steady 
turnin.-r flight are shown in figures 5 to 7 ^"°r various 
conter-of-pravlty locations.  The calculated results are 
based on tunnel tests at the thrust coefficient approxi- 
mately corresponding: to the appropriate flirht-test 
conditions. 

Although some small differences exist in tne absolute 
elevator angles, t^e slopes of f.he curves In figures 3, 5> 
and 7 show ^ood agreement between tunnol and flight results 
for both straight end turning flight, except at speeds 
close to tae stall.  At these low speeds, tae flight data 
show pronounceu increases In the amount, of up-elevator 
movement required for speed reduction In straight flight. 
These marked increases r.re not apparent In the tunnel data. 
This discrepancy In results Is boiieved due largely to the 
fact that the orodaction airplane exhibited n. deciaedl? 
more definite stall at the wing root than did the smooth, 
polished model.  Although direct comparison of identical 
configurations is not oossibls, the difference in stalling 
characteristics at the wing root is Indicetod by the dia- 
grrms of tunnel arid flight-test tuft studies shown in 
figures 6 and 9-  The ;r.or<} pronounced root stalling on 
the airplane would, In all probability, be accompanied by 
a reduction in downwash and rate of dowm/ash st the nori- 
zontal tail as .voll ns a decrease in wing Ditching moment, 
resulting in sn improvement in stability and requiring 
greater up-elevstor deflections for trim.  At higher air- 
speeds the agreement between flight and tunnel results is 
reasonnbl" consistent with t!ie exreriifcentpl »..ccuracy of 
both. 
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The  tunnel and flt-^ht  curves  of elevator-fixed neu- 
tral point plotted r.j,ainst airspeed  In figure  }0 for tho 
fluoc-noutral coniitiona  agree  to within approximately 
2 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord except at low 
speeds  with  idling power,     rhis difference  is  practically 
within  the bounds  of  the exparimenta.1  accuracy with which 
the  fli^Lt and the wind-tunriol rsatral nointa are  deter- 
Tiined.     ihe  discreoancy increases with reduced airspeed 
as   the  airplane  damonatrutea  comparatively greater  stability. 
Because  of tho  difficulty In obtaining consistent neutral- 
point results,  particularly at very high airsneeda,  neutral 
points wore  not determined  for  those   speada.     The  curves 
of figure  3   serve  ur>  a measure  of  the  stability in the 
high-3peed range  and are,   in fact,  believed ?nore  reliable 
for comparison throughout  the  speed  ranja  than the neutral- 
point curves.    Although  the  curves for the  flap3-deflectad 
conditions arc   included for completeness,  direct  conrarison 
should not be made  inasmuch as  the  flap settings u3ed in 
flight and tunnel  testa were not identical. 

Examination of the straight-flight control-force 
curves of figure 3 reveil3 comparatively noor agreement 
between tunnel and flight results.    The  force meaaurements 
shown in the   t&b-effectivene33 curves of figure It, however, 
are  in excellent  agreement,     loth flight and  tunnel control- 
force measurements  are believed to be accurate  to within 
approximately ±3 pounds.    Although seme dlscrepancv in 
the elevator control-force  curves of figure 3 would be 
exoected because  of the  absence  of a seal on the model 
elevator,   analysis based on brief check test3  In which  the 
model elevator v.a3  scaled  Indicated that differences of 
the magnitude  shown in figure 3  cannot be  attributed to 
effecta  of  the elevator seal.     In an effort  to determine 
the cause of the disagreement,   the effects of the discrep- 
ancies In elevator deflection '..era  investigated.    Hypo- 
thetical control forces were computed from tunnel hinge- 
moment data by using the  values of elevator deflection 
determined from flight rather  than thosa determined from 
tunnel data.     For these  computations,   the wind-tunnel tab- 
effectivaneas data were used,  but  the  tab doflection was 
that employed  in the  flight tests.    The curve3 obtained 
in t':ls manner are  shown in figure 11  compared with the 
flight-tost data.     In general,   agreement in figure  11 
appears considerably improved;   for  ssveral flijr;t con- 
ditions,   in fact,  agreement   1.3 excellent up  to speeds 
above 200 niloa per hour,  beyond which the flight-test 
curves bsccr.e noticeably niora  stable.     Thl3 difference 
nay be explained to some extent by the observations  of 
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elevBtor-fabric distortion  and  internal pressures r. ede 
during the flight te3ts.     The  interne?.  • ressui-33 were 
found to ba  only slightly higher  tuan free-stream static 
pressure,   causing fabric distortion of the  type Illus- 
trated in  figure  12.     As  demonstreted in reference   1 
elevetor-fabric distortion of this  tyoe mav be expected 
to produce  increases  in  the variation  of force with 
airsoead at high speeds.     Inasmuch BS  the flaps-retracted 
flight-test  trim speeds  of figure  5  are  all in  this 
high-speed range,   the  trim-tab deflections  required to 
trim the control forces  conwuted from tunnel data are 
different from the tab engles used in flight,   and the 
control forces  originally computed from tunnel data 
(by using   the  e:.iount  of  tab  uef Uo.tion required for zero 
force at the high-spaed flight  trim point)  could not be 
exrecced to  agree well with the flight  control forces. 
The  lack of  agreement  in the  oriKinel results  was 
further  aggravated JV  the elevetor-daflection differ- 
ences  at   lov»  soaeds,   cr.used by the root  stalling effects. 

In  addition to   the  effects   of 3iovEtor- deflection 
differences,   fabric  distortion,   ard elevator gao,   airrae- 
ment  in the ccntrol-force results  is  believed to be"' 
influenced by snail  but  significant construction discrep- 
ancies  es,   for examole,  differences  in surface condition 

in  trailing-edge  angle.     At.   a representative  section 
the  trailing-edge  enscle maasured on the model elevator 
was  12.7  ,   whereas  the  corresponding er.rla irsa3ared on 

11° the  airplane 
expected  to 
effectiveness  results 

was  il".     ;;one  of  these effects would be 
>  influence   a-~Drociably   ehe  agreement  in tab- 

As  seer, in  figures b  and 7,  the flight  tests  show 
considerably greater variations  of control force  with 
acceleration,   ani  the  values   of  force    :er    g    show con- 
siderably   -rester vsri^tion with center-cf-gravity 
location,   although the elavator-free maneuver point 

j-?cPu3s  the  absence 
P 
— = C    is   approximately  the  ssjie, 
E 
of  an elavfitcr  seal  ;vas  believed to be more  significant 
in  pecoierate^ flight  than  in  straight flight,   control 
frrces v/ere estimated for both tne sealed  and the unsoeled 
elevators  by  assuming constant  pitching-moment  ar.a hinge- 
noi; =nv  slopes   and using  L-.&  t,ealod-elevPtor hinge-moment 
dat<! obtained in the  previously mentioned cheese tests. 

1 
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The respective values  of    d"hA°e     and    dCh/dat    used 
In these  commutations  were  -0.0057  and -0.0013 for  the 
unsonlört elevator end -O.OO50 end -O.OO52 for the sealed 
elevator.    The resultin.7 curves  of force  oer    g    against 
center-of-gravity  location are shown  In figure  13.     The 
curve  for the unsealed elevator  is practically identical 
with that previously determined for tha unsealed 
elevator  (fig« 7) hy the method of reference  2.    For the 
ser-led elevator  the values  of force per    g    are  still 
vary much lower  than the fliw-ht-test values,   although 
the variation of    Pe/s    with center-of-gravit?' location 
it:  rv.ore nearly  parallel  to  that  determined  in flight. 
The cotr.oarison of control forces  in accelerated flight 
has been made  et  a fairly high speed.     Heference  1 
indicetes  that  febrlc  distortion  of  the  type  experienced 
in  the  A-26B fliriit  tests may be expected to produce 
increeses  in the vprietion  of force with acceleration 
in the norr.sl center-of-gravity range  end in the 
vpription  of fores  per    g    with cenler-of-gravity 
location.    This  comparison as well as   that for straight 
flight would also be  influenced by any differences  in 
eontrol-r-urf ace construction. 

Ai'ree.rent in the curves  of elevator-free neutral 
•->oint   agstnst  airspeed   (fig.   10(c))is  rather noor  and 
becomes  worse  as   the  3'ieed  increases.     The  flight-test 
elevator-free neutral  .oint ir.oves ra-iiüly rearward 
with increasing   speed,   and  at high speeds  the   airplane 
8"VT»ars .':ore  stable with elevator  free   than with elevator 
fixed.     It  is  believed thst  this  large rearward shift 
in the elevator-free neutral point with increasing air- 
soeed may be  a result of  the  fabric  distortion. 

In general,   the ure3ent correlation indicates  that 
successful oredlction  of  elevator control-force  charac- 
teristics  from wind-tunnel  data can l>e made  only  if 
extreir.e  care  is  used in representing closely the  air- 
plane  in  its construction form - particularly with regard 
to the  control surfaces.     Agreement With flight 
measurements might   also be  improved considerably  if 
effects  3uch as  fabric  distortion  could be tauen into 
account.     A r.ore  beneficial  solution,   however,  would 
be   to miniMize   these eifects  in  the  construction of 
th3 airplane. 
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Lateral Stability and Control 

Steady aides!!;• characteristics.- Characteristics 
of the airplane In steady s>id03lip3, which are used 
as flight-test measures of dirsetional stability, 
directional control, dihedral effect, sj.de-force 
characteristics, and pitching moment due tc sideslip, 
are shown in figure 1X4.  Although complete hinge-mor-ent 
data for the model aileronE and elevptor ivere not 
obtained in sideslip, aileron forces in sideslip were 
estir.ieted fror, the tunnel data by taking into account 
the change In effective angle of attack due to sideslip 
but assuming no direct chsr.se in aileron hinge-n.oment 
characteristics with sideslip. 

^ 

For both idling and reted-power flight with flaps 
retracted, figure ll+ shows excellent ajr^eirent in the 
varlption of control settings, ar.glo of bank, and rudder 
force with sideslip, although tor;.e difference exists 
in absolute values.  £omo of the difference In absolute 
values may be due to the fact that i.iodel tare testa 
v/ere not made In sideslip.  It is especially interesting 
to note the close srreerasr.t in the variation of aileron 
nnRle with sideslip, which serves as a flit;ht-test 
indication of dihedral effect.  It -was found in the 
flight tests that the airplene v-'ing in normal flight 
sheared to bend upward noticeably with respect to its 
position at rest.  Despite the wing bending, however, the 
amount of effective dihedral determined from flight 
tests was also found to be no greater than that which 
would ordinerilj be exoected for en rirplsne of this 
type with I4..50 of geometric dihedral.  Analysis of the 
elastic properties of tiie model wing under load Indicates 
thet the model win;; bending v;as negligible.  On tne basis 
of the agreement between nodal and airplane results, 
it 0 pears that thd observed airplane wing bending may 
have had very little effect in increasing the dihedral 
effect beyond the normal amount for li-.5° of geometric 
dihedral.  Further informntion regarding the elastic 
properties of the airplane wln.^ end the effects of 
these nrop&rties woulo have been desirable but was 
not available.  Comparison of the flight and tunnel 
aileron-force cxirves e.'oears to indicate that little 
error was introduced i'i determination of the latter by 
the RSsur.votI«n that elleron hinge-moment characteristics 
remained unaffected by sideslip.  The sideslip charac- 
teristics with flaps deflected do not agree as closely 

I- 
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as  i";o the flaps-retracted characteristics,  particularly 
In the  case  of the  aileron-deflection and rudder-"orce 
variptions.     The  flight-test rudder forces   show  a  tendency 
toward reversal  in figure  ll+(c)  but  do not  actually 
reverse  R3  in the case  of  the model forces.     At  an 
airrpeed slightly  lower  than  that  for which the   data 
are presented,   however,   rudder-force  reversal did appear 
in  the  flight  tests   in  this   wave-off condition. 
Dihedral effect with flans  deflected  and rated power 
Rt  lew soeed  appears  somewhat  lower  in  the   tunnel 
measurements  than  in  the flight  data.     The  flap  deflection, 
nowever,  was  5° greater on the model  than on the  air- 
plane. 

y 
In figure 15, rudder hinge-moment characteristics 

es'iin.ated from flight-test rudder kicks are compared 
wich rudder hinge-moment characteristics measured in 
the tunnel tests with flaps retracted.  Although the 
model rudder hinge-moment and force results are for an 
unsealed rudder and are also subject to effects of small 
surfpee and trailing-edge irregularities as in tha case 
of the elevator results, agreement in this respect is 
rood.  As previously shown in figure 1I4., the rudder 
forces in steedy sideslip are in good agreement for 
this flap cor. iition;  In regard to rudder hin;;e moments, 
t^ie tunnel results, which showed no positive values of 
the rsrrar.eter öCh/öa  for the rudder, indicated that no 
rudder snaking would occur in flight. This indication 
was confirmed in the flieht tests. 

Aileron characteristic 
to investigate pileron char 
linkere with which the airo 
linear tab effectiveness is 
for the fleos-retracted con 
the results of tunnel tests 
tie pHerons with a 1:1 bal 
of control force and helix 
<3."ü cormsred with flight me 
indicated airspeeds of 1J5 
As recommended in reference 

<..  ,. .    Pb  O.QCi estiirateu as — =  -, 
2V   Clp 

rolling-:.-.oment coefficient 
used as the damping-moment 

s.- Wo tunnel testi; were n.aie 
acteris*:ics for the J,:8  tab 
lane was tested.  If, however, 
assumed, these characteristics 

dition csn be estimated froir. 
of tha plain ailerons and 
ancing-tab ratio.  Estimates 
angle made in this manner 
asurements in figure la for 
and 585 miles per hour. 
2, helix angles were 

where Cj  is the total aileron 

and a value of 0.57 was 
coefficient Cj .  Although 
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the angles of attack selected for these estimates 
correspond to rated-powar flight at the appropriate 
speeds, th9 model aileron data waro obtained in power- 
off static tests.  Inasmuch as the tunnel measurements 
were made for rignt rolls only, the tunnel estimates 
are exactly symmetrical fcr right and left rolls, 
whereas the flight results are not.  Agreement in the 
curves of helix angle is excellent in the range w'-iere 
comparison was possible. There is, however, some 
indication that the tunnel estimates, based on the 
arbitrary 0.3 factor, might be slightly optimistic for 
high deflections at high 3pead.  At tha low airspeed, 
agreemant in the force corves is good except at the 
highest aileron deflections, where the control forces 
for given aileron deflections ere slightly higher in 
the flight records than in the tunnel e-timates.  At 
the high speed, the control force required in flight 
for a total aileron deflection of 1I4.' is approximately 
J+0 pounds (or *5  percent) graater then the force 
indicated by the astiinated curve.  The greater dis- 
crepancies in the control forces at the high speed are 
believed largely due to the effects of aileron fabric 
distortion. As in trie case of tna elevator, the 
aileron fabric was found in the flight test3 to undergo 
considerable distortion et this high speed.  The 
distortion was in a direction to produce higher control 
forces. 

If the assumption of linear tab effectiveness is 
not entirely valid, actual wind-tunnel testa with a 
3:8 tab linkage would indicate the control forces 
sorewhat lower then those estimated herein for the 
3:8 linkage at the higiier deflections. 

Sidasl'i due to aileron deflection.- Curves of 
sidesT.""""•*»";" T_"7 £:•••: roiling velocity against time in 
aii abrupt rudder-fixed aileron roll out of a JO0 banked 
turn ar? ohov^n In figure 17-  In addition to the simpli- 
fied sideslip estimate of reference 2, the motions have 
been calculated by the operational method of reference ? 
and also by the tabular-integration method of reference I4., 
in which slope variations in the curves of rolling- 
moment, yawing-*nonent, and r.ide-force coefficients 
acainst eniile of sideslip are taicen into consideration. 
This method of tabular Integration has been shown in 
reference l±  to be more reliable for general use than 
methods requiring the assumption of constant slopes. 

I 
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For the subjec 
constant slooe3, th 
on wind-tunnel roeu 
results; with respec 
which are approxir.s 
value. Among the f 
l?c-r of -erfect opr 
instantaneous contr 
tetions an:;, the act 
test. Another Tact 
change in norrrpl ac 
in its roll out of 
of normal accelerat 
question, similar f 
considerable variat 
maneuver. Analysis 
pccälpr.-^ion and, c 
introduce condition 
considered In ttia t 

t airplane, which exhibited es&entiall" 
e three methods of computation based 
Its appear to tive very similar 
t to maximum sideslip an-le, ail of 
tely k°  higher than the flight-test 
actors possibly contributing so the 
ee:.iör.t ie t!-.s difference between the 
ol del'loot ion assumed Tor the comou- 
ual control movement in the flight 
or influencing tne results may be the 
celeratlon ex"erisnced by the airplane 
t'.ie turn.  Although no flight record 
ion WE3 obtained for the test in 
light-test results indicate thet a 
ion nay have occurred during the 
Indicates tnnt the change in normal 

onsequently, lift coefficient Key 
3 considerably different fro,r>. those 
neorotical calculations. 

A sirmle static estimate 
deflection required to maintsi 
aileron roll was made as su;;re 
is, it was assumed thet the de 
would be thet requiro'j to coun 
aileron sdvorse yawing moment 
rollin,;:. The estimated value 
approximately 8° for fia^s-ret 
flight power at pr. indicated a 
hour. Although no fli ^it-test 
full-aileron roll3 at this fli 
aero siaeslio was maintained b 
deflections, flight-test recor 
settings indicate that the r:-ri 
from tunnel results would be n 
required In flight. Por sever 
deflected ailerons, however, e 
was maintained, evu t'iR estime 
were found to be in fair agree 
deflections required in fli ;] I 

of tue amount of rudder 
n s=ro sideslip in an 
3tea in reference 2; that 
ired rudder deflection 

tera< ;he  combination of 
. swing moment  due  to 

obtained by   this   ir.ethod "./as 
racted flight with level- 
irspeed of  li;y miles   par 
data wore  r3cordad for 
ht ccn.i-j.tion in  which 
moans  of varying rudder 

da   for constant rudder 
der   Reflection estimated 
oticea'oly lo»er  than  that 
el rolls  with partly 

lantially zero  sideslip 
ted ru irtör dofloc Lions 

nt with  the maximum 

COKCLÖDIFCI HEVA3X3 

Stability  and control characteristics  determined 
from Langley  19-foot-pressure-tunnel  i. =-ts  of  a 
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0.2375-soale powered model of the Douglas XA-26 airplane 
ha\*- been aompared with results of flight tests of a 
Douglas A-26D airplane. 

The significant results of the oonpari3on nmy be 
summarised us follows: 

1, Good correlation was obtained regarding elevator- 
fixed neutral points and the variation of elevator 
doflaction in both straight end turning flight except at 
speeds approaching the stall. At those low speeds 
the airplane showed a distinct Lmprovftiiient in stubility 
not Indicated by the randel torts • The difference was 
attributed to the fact that the ^renounced stalling at 
the root of the ru*oduotioi: airplane wing did not take 
place on the smooth, well-faired riddel wing. 

2. The variations of elevator control force v;ith 
airspeed and acceleration wcine not in good agreement. 
Although so.'no discrepancy was introduced by the absence 
of a seal on the model elevator and by small differences 
in abaolute values of elevator deflection, the corre- 
lation in control-forco ebaraoteriatles was .<*lso 
influenced by the tffocts of fabric dljtortion at high 
speeds and by small construction dissimilarities such 
as differences in trailing-edge angle. 

5. Elevator tab effectiveness as determined from 
tunnel dt>.ta wt.s in good agreement v/ith flight-test tab 
effectiveness. 

k*    Agreement in both rudder-fixed and rudder-freo 
static directional stability was good except in the 
wave-off condition, in which the model tests indicated 
rudder-force reversal at a higher speed than the flight 
tests. 

5. Model and airplane indications of stick- 
fixed and stick-frre dihedral effoct were in good 
agreement, although POM-? plight difference in geometric 
dihedral inay havo existed because of wing banding in 
flight. The use of model hinge-moment data obtained at 
zoro sideslip appeared to bs satisfactory for the 
determination of aileron forces in sideslip. 

6. Fairly good correlation in aileron effectiveness 
and control forces v/cis obtained, Fabric distortion was 

! 
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believed responsible  to seme extent for higher flicht 
values  of  aileron force at iiig^i speeds. 

7«    ülstlEiPtirtti of üidesiir   developed In  en  abrupt 
»iieron roll v;o3  fair,   Dut  determination of the taaxirr.un 
rudder deflection required  to maintain  aero siöesli... 
in an  abrupt roll was not entirely satisfactory. 

On the basis  of these  findings,   it  appears  thpt 
agreement between stability arc control characteristics 
?.-:!.iiT.Eitoci from wind-tunnel results  and these measured 

lirUt cannot be  completely  satisfactory unless 
certain  factors nov,' usually neglected in wind-tunnel 
tästjn;- can be  tazen  into  consideration.     These factcra 
Involve small differences  between the   .lodel and the 
sir'.lnne   pnd  inclnae  differences   in  elastic properties, 
-urfece  finish,   and  construction  accuracy.     These  factors 
shculd be   considered,   if pocsibla,   in future  invedti- 

•"itiono. 

Lancley rercoriFl  Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Co...n:ittee  for Aeronautics 

Langley Field,   Va. I- 
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Figure C- Diagrams of stall progression In tbe gliding condition. 
Engines  Idling;  flaps and landing gear up;  cowl flaps closed; 
oil cooler one-half open ;  Douglas A-26B airplane. 
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Figure IZrEtevator-fabric distortion at 
various indicated airspeeds. Douglas A-26B 
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MAC  except where noted- 
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